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Vision of the Scottish Energy Strategy
The Scottish Energy Strategy sets out a vision to 2050 for a “flourishing, competitive
local and national energy sector, delivering secure, affordable, clean energy for
Scotland’s households, communities and businesses” guided by 3 core principles:
An Inclusive Energy
Transition

A Whole-System View

A Smarter Local Energy
Model

Promoting a transition that
helps to tackle inequality
and poverty, stimulating a
fair and inclusive jobs
market that creates
opportunities across the
country.

Taking an integrated
approach to approach to
heat, transport, electricity
and energy efficiency that
recognises the effect each
element of the system has
on the others.

Supporting a smarter, more
coordinated approach to
planning and meeting local
energy needs that links to
developments at a national
level.

Scenarios for Scotland’s 2050 Energy System
The Strategy presents two illustrative scenarios for the future Scottish energy system
that are consistent with our climate change targets and show how carbon electricity
and hydrogen could be used to meet a large part of our future energy demands:
Scenario 1:
An Electric Future

Scenario 2:
A Hydrogen Future

By 2050, electricity generation accounts for approx
52% of total final energy delivered. Peak demand
has risen significantly, moderated partly by smart
technologies and changes in consumer behaviour.

By 2050, much of the demand previously met
by natural gas has been converted to low
carbon hydrogen produced by electrolysers and
SMR plants paired with CCS.
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Targets of the Scottish Energy Strategy
The Energy Strategy builds on Scotland’s existing suite of renewable energy targets
and climate change commitments, and introduced two targets for the Scottish energy
system in 2030:
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•

Energy Productivity

To reduce Scotland's emissions of
greenhouse gases by at least 80%
(from a 1990 baseline)

•

1 GW of community and locally-owned
energy by 2020 and 2 GW by 2030

•

Phase out the need for new petrol
and diesel cars and vans by 2032
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Strength – Oil & Gas

Company Capabilities

Areas of Expertise

• Development wells

• Subsea engineering

• Platform structures

• Pioneering downhole
technology

• Subsea systems
• Pipelines

• Cutting edge research
capability

• Floating production
systems

• Industry leading education
and training

• Project Management

• Health & safety

Key Assets
• Aberdeen – a global
investment hub
• National Subsea Research
Institute
• O&G Innovation Centre
• O&G Technology Centre

• Grangemouth

Strength – Nuclear Decommissioning

Scottish Strengths

Key Projects & Opportunities

• Over 50 Scottish companies in nuclear
decommissioning supply chain

• Current decommissioning sites in Scotland:
Dounreay, Chapelcross and Hunterston A.

• Particular expertise with difficult nuclear sites
stemming from the complexity of the Dounreay
Fast Reactor decommissioning.

• Hunterston B from 2023 and Torness from 2030.

• Scottish supply chain has key strengths in metal
fabrication, safety case engineering, as well as
delivering innovation decommissioning solutions.

• Globally over 400 civil nuclear reactors due for
decommissioning over next few decades - cost of
approximately £1bn each.

• UK civil nuclear decommissioning budget- £3bn
per annum

Strength – Offshore Wind

Company Capabilities

Academic Capabilities

Key Facilities & Projects

• Project development

• Control System design

• Hunterston Test Centre

• Surveying & consenting

• Blade Technology

• Levenmouth Test Turbine

• Foundation fabrication

• Generator Design and
Power Electronics

• ORE Catapult
• Beatrice

• Seabed preparation

• Wind Modelling and
Resource Assessment

• Cable installation

• Turbine Foundations

• Substation fabrication
• Subsea grouting

• EOWDC
• Hywind Scotland

Emerging Opportunity – Smart Local Energy Systems
SLES refers to the decarbonising of Scotland’s energy production and use, with an
emphasis on an integrated approach to heat, power and transport, within the context
of localised energy systems.
Strategy has already generated interest in Scotland as a leader in low
carbon energy.
Opportunity to establish Scotland as the place in the world where
advanced, smart ‘whole’ local energy system solutions are
developed and deployed, and exploit this on a global stage.

Need to be clear about the specific ‘niches’ that provide the best
opportunity for leadership and create the best channels for
economic growth through export.
Short term – exploitation of existing Scottish tech/know-how,
stimulating interest in inward investment
Medium term – development & commercialisation of next generation
solutions, growing inward investment

Economic Potential – Low Carbon Transport

Scottish strengths include:

Facilities & projects include:
• Hybrid and hydrogen powered ferries (HYSEAS), world
first zero emission ferry to operate on Orkney by 2021
• Aberdeen Hydrogen Bus Project –Europe’s largest fleet of
fuel cell buses and a state of the art refuelling station.
• The Levenmouth Community Energy Project - Utilises
green hydrogen for transport and local electricity supply
(17 fuel cell vehicle fleet including the world’s first hybrid
hydrogen refuse vehicles).
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• Company base – Particular strengths in niche low carbon
vehicles, components and associated infrastructure.
Notable companies include Alexander Dennis (buses),
Farid Hillend (refuse vehicles) and Ferguson Marine
(ferries).
• Academia –active biofuel sector including Scottish Crop
Research Institute and Biofuel Research Centre (BfRC) at
Napier University. Scotland engaged in world-leading
research capability in hydrogen fuel cell technology, most
notably at St Andrews University.

Area for Further Analysis – Energy Efficiency

Scottish Capabilities

Key Opportunities

• There are approximately 31,000 construction companies
in Scotland supporting 170,000 jobs.

• SEEP aims to transformed the energy efficiency and
heating of Scottish buildings so that, wherever technically
feasible, and practical, all buildings are near zero carbon
by 2035.

• Up to 14,000 Scottish businesses currently work in low
carbon construction markets.
• Scotland has strong capabilities in architecture and
design which help to provide a natural advantage in the
low carbon buildings sector.
• Construction Innovation Centre and strengths in
universities and colleges in niche areas such as building
product development.

• In 2015, 63% of Scottish homes had a Energy
Performance Certificate of band D or below.
• In 2015, 34% of Scottish social housing dwellings had
uninsulated walls and 48% of private sector dwellings.
• Low carbon building technology sales in Scotland are
forecast to be worth £1.9bn by 2020.

Project Examples

• HYSEAS – Hydrogen powered vessels and
infrastructure
• LOCATE – ULEV drivetrain optimisation centre
• Sustainable Islands International, support for
collaboration in energy systems markets

Opportunities for Collaboration
1. Development of electric drivetrains for marine
applications
2. Use of data and communications technology in the
maritime sector
3. Integration of marine transport within energy
systems projects

Support from SE
• A wide range of support is available from SE for
both collaboration (projects) and individual
companies, including:
–
–
–
–
–

Low carbon infrastructure programme
R&D grants
Innovation support
Equity finance and loans
Sector team expertise
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